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block - intro/center

OVERVIEW

MercuryGate Offers a Better Way to TMS
The TMS marketplace typically forces you to choose between feature-rich systems that
are hard to deploy and use, and TMS lite solutions that lack the power to manage
complexity. MercuryGate lets you transcend that tradeoff through its unique
combination of power and usability to drive ROI that competitors can’t reach.
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TECHNOLOGY

Best practices deployment
and scalability are built in

block - text/left/small+icon

Point-and-click interface.
Where other TMS systems require customization,

MercuryGate enables users to rapidly deploy and configure

MercuryGate easily adds dynamic rule sets.

their system to meet their business models today as well
as tomorrow. The MercuryGate Transportation
Management Platform automates the full transportation
lifecycle across all modes, including robust parcel

block - text/left/small

capabilities natively built in.

Customer Portal

For years we have worked closely with top tier 3PLs,

Provide visibility to vendors with a customer portal, deployed in minutes.

brokers, carriers, freight forwarders, and shippers to
develop a myriad of configuration options that can be
readily applied to support business needs. And users have
the capability to set up unique workflows and processes at a
granular level – customer, carrier, vendor or business unit.

Read More About MercuryGate Technology !
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Professional TMS training in
multiple modes – online or
in-person

block - info/left

Achieve Total Transport
Leverage

To support rapid onboarding, MercuryGate offers TMS
training courses and a certification program to address a

TM

range of TMS training needs. TMS training is available in
three main modes of learning:

By focusing exclusively on TMS software for two decades,
the MercuryGate architecture has evolved into a singularly

○ On-Demand

streamlined platform for superior transport management.
We call this Total Transport Leverage (TTL), the new

○ Instructor-Led via WebEx

standard in TMS logistics. Total Transport Leverage means

○ Instructor Led at MercuryGate Headquarters

you are effectively leveraging time, people, information,

(located in Cary, NC)

opportunity, efficiency and innovation for real bottom line
impact.
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SaaS-based system
is accessible to all parties, enabling
your team to manage hundreds
and even thousands of carriers
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Contact us today to learn more about how
MercuryGate can not only meet but exceed your
expectations for TMS performance.
Contact Us
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Top players in pharma and
life science transportation
rely on MercuryGate

That’s why leading pharmaceutical firms, drug manufacturers, biotech
industry innovators, and life science companies manage their
transportation through MercuryGate. Each day, our clients use our system
to seamlessly deploy millions of loads of life-saving pharmaceuticals,
drugs, lab specimens, science, and biotech materials in all modes – truck,
ocean, parcel, or air – to all geographies.

In the pharmaceutical industry, fast and accurate global
transportation can make all of the difference in saving a patient’s life

MercuryGate’s unique combination of power and ease enables effective

or enabling a breakthrough medical discovery. Especially in urgent

decision making at speed, supported by volumes of data, top security

situations, on-time delivery becomes the most mission-critical

considerations, and advanced analytics. We turn the complexity of pharma

component of the supply chain.

transport into a competitive advantage, while helping to better manage
the risks inherent in the industry.
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Pharma success story – transportation
management for medical breakthroughs
As an AmerisourceBergen company that manages Pfizer, Merck,

With workflow being critical to their success, World Courier needed a TMS

Cardinal Health (with 20M+ loads this year alone), universities, and

that would enable them to better leverage people, processes, and data –

labs, World Courier ships pharmaceutical-related items ranging from

while providing a measurable return on investment (ROI).

non-FDA-approved drugs in a testing cycle and specimens for clinical

By selecting the MercuryGate Transportation Management Platform,

trials, all the way to body parts for research.

World Courier was able to consolidate all of their legacy systems into an
efficient, automated, scalable, global solution. Today, the MercuryGate

Their global geographies include India, Thailand, U.S., Canada, United

platform supports World Courier on-going excellence and success in the

Kingdom, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Australia, South Korea,

pharma industry.

China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and New Zealand.
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All courses are available on-demand and are accessible through your learning management system
profile. A written 30-day cancellation notification is required.

Enroll today – Fill out an Enrollment Form
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objectives, and make sure the image used
supports the messaging it is used with

○ On-Demand
○ Instructor-Led via WebEx
○ Instructor Led at MercuryGate Headquarters
(located in Cary, NC)
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OVERVIEW

MercuryGate Offers a Better Way to TMS
The TMS marketplace typically forces you to choose between feature-rich systems that
are hard to deploy and use, and TMS lite solutions that lack the power to manage
complexity. MercuryGate lets you transcend that tradeoff through its unique
combination of power and usability to drive ROI that competitors can’t reach.

section - intro/left
TECHNOLOGY

Best practices deployment
and scalability are built in
MercuryGate enables users to rapidly deploy and configure
their system to meet their business models today as well
as tomorrow. The MercuryGate Transportation
Management Platform automates the full transportation
lifecycle across all modes, including robust parcel
capabilities natively built in.
For years we have worked closely with top tier 3PLs,
brokers, carriers, freight forwarders, and shippers to
develop a myriad of configuration options that can be
readily applied to support business needs. And users have
the capability to set up unique workflows and processes at a
granular level – customer, carrier, vendor or business unit.

Read More About MercuryGate Technology !
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Point-and-click interface.

Configurable Workflows.

Where other TMS systems require customization,

A baseline workflow can be enhanced to conform to your

MercuryGate easily adds dynamic rule sets.

business processes. This means that even an
inexperienced user can guide sophisticated supply chain
functions.

System agnostic integration

Integration Ecosystem.

with standard adaptors to all major ERP, visibility and

There are many options for transportation support

warehouse management systems.

integrations, to scale up from minimum to maximum
capabilities.
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SOLUTIONS

Access time-saving customer tools
Customer Portal

Agent Delegation

Provide visibility to vendors with a customer portal, deployed

Delegate subsets of workflow processes to trusted agents,

in minutes.

while still maintaining full visibility.

CRM Lite

Master Customer Record

It’s free, as part of our Platform, for clients who want

No other system can manage across hierarchies and branches

customer management and call logs.

of data like MercuryGate – providing visibility down to the
branch level.
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Achieve Total Transport
Leverage
TM

By focusing exclusively on TMS software for two decades,
the MercuryGate architecture has evolved into a singularly
streamlined platform for superior transport management.
We call this Total Transport Leverage (TTL), the new
standard in TMS logistics. Total Transport Leverage means
you are effectively leveraging time, people, information,
opportunity, efficiency and innovation for real bottom line
impact.
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Turn complexity into your
competitive advantage
Leverage our cloud-based transportation solution to manage
freight shipment across any mode of transportation – land,
sea, or air. Handle inbound, outbound, inter-company, and
returns. Ship to any part of the world or multiple geographies
at the same time.

section - featured/centered/icon-list

Key features include:
Gain, share and control visibility to achieve unprecedented levels of efficiency and collaboration.
From internal transportation teams, to partners, and beyond, MercuryGate solutions connect users
to the visibility they need to reduce risk and leverage opportunity for the long term.

Omni-modal

End-to-end optimization

Whether by land, sea, air, or a multi-leg combination of all

of routes, rates, and processes yields greater overall efficiency

three, MercuryGate handles complex shipments with ease.

for our customers.

Brokered Freight & Contract Freight

Prioritized exception management

Many companies use two TMS to handle managed freight and

provides total network visibility of freight, carrier, and user

brokered freight. With MercuryGate, you need only our

performance.

platform.

Dynamic rule sets

Market Rate Index

automate resolutions to the system-generated exceptions in a

provides buy and sell rate information for all major modes,

way that scales easily and executes accurately.

including truckload, less than truckload, intermodal, parcel,
ocean, air, and rail.

EDI Provisions

Global reach capabilities

Our suite of tools includes multiple freight tender EDI 204

include multi-currency billing, time zones, denied party

structures for creating a new shipment, updating or replacing a

screening, and interfaces to AES (automated export system)

shipment, or canceling a shipment, regardless of mode.

and CBP (customs and border patrol) We’re the only company
in Europe to conduct Load Metering

section - info/centered/3

Carrier management that carries the load
SaaS-based system

Qualified Carriers

Contracts

is accessible to all parties, enabling

Enjoy consistent and automatic

Procure rates from carriers and

your team to manage hundreds

vetting and qualification of carriers to

automatically create contracts. It’s

and even thousands of carriers

manage liability risk, both at the

the fastest, easiest way to select

with precision, consistency and

carrier and load level.

qualified carriers

maximum automation.
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Contact us today to learn more about how
MercuryGate can not only meet but exceed your
expectations for TMS performance.
Contact Us

section - info/left/imagecollage/1

Professional TMS training in
multiple modes – online or
in-person
To support rapid onboarding, MercuryGate offers TMS
training courses and a certification program to address a
range of TMS training needs. TMS training is available in
three main modes of learning:

○ On-Demand
○ Instructor-Led via WebEx
○ Instructor Led at MercuryGate Headquarters
(located in Cary, NC)
For a MercuryGate instructor-led course, please contact
your Customer Success Manager.

section - cta/small

All courses are available on-demand and are accessible through your learning management system
profile. A written 30-day cancellation notification is required.

Enroll today – Fill out an Enrollment Form
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Our TMS solutions covers any
type of freight. Any mode.
Any geography
MercuryGate Transportation solutions enable you to better leverage
opportunity and avoid risk through their unique combination of power and
usability. Founded on nearly two decades of dedicated industry expertise,
MercuryGate provides robust built-in best practices wisdom, along with
exceptional business intelligence, optimization and reporting, all while
easily adapting to your people and processes.
Empower your transportation teams to see through complexity to the
bottom line benefits of cost efficiency and customer satisfaction. Ongoing
innovation focused exclusively on transportation keeps you at the forefront
of automation. And easy scalability means you’re ready to grow moving
forward. No wonder the best shippers in the world rely on MercuryGate.

section - info/right/image

Plan, forecast, and optimize rates,
loads, and routes
Companies of all sizes can use MercuryGate solutions to maximize
efficiencies and obtain the lowest possible freight costs. This is that extra
edge that can make your bottom line shine. And best of all, users don’t
have to experts to gain these advantages. Even less-experienced users
can quickly get up to speed with our optimizer, wizard-driven interface,
and on-demand training to:

○

Optimize inbound freight, outbound freight, and
continuous-move opportunities.

○

Set up routes, pickups, and drops in the most efficient way

○

Move freight at the lowest possible cost with real rates.

○

Optimize both common carrier and private fleets together,

○

Maximize loads by weight, cube, or pallet count using the

○

Factor in specific network constraints, such as product

possible.

as well as driver assignments.

fewest trucks possible.

needs that must ship from a particular facility.
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Gain leading transportation
business intelligence
Today, some of the world’s largest companies – many of them renown
transportation experts in their own right – rely on MercuryGate digital
solutions to mitigate risk, gain efficiency and drive business strategy.

○

Easily manage long-term carrier contracts with
automatic summaries of TMS lane history, bid
information, and carrier awards based on rates,
capacity commitments, and service metrics.

○

Integrate with carrier API’s or rate aggregators in place

○

Source capacity from backhauls, plus in-network and

of managing contracts.

out-of-network carrier capacity postings.

○

Source carriers in multiple ways, including from one’s
own fleet.
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Top players in pharma and
life science transportation
rely on MercuryGate

That’s why leading pharmaceutical firms, drug manufacturers, biotech
industry innovators, and life science companies manage their
transportation through MercuryGate. Each day, our clients use our system
to seamlessly deploy millions of loads of life-saving pharmaceuticals,
drugs, lab specimens, science, and biotech materials in all modes – truck,
ocean, parcel, or air – to all geographies.

In the pharmaceutical industry, fast and accurate global
transportation can make all of the difference in saving a patient’s life

MercuryGate’s unique combination of power and ease enables effective

or enabling a breakthrough medical discovery. Especially in urgent

decision making at speed, supported by volumes of data, top security

situations, on-time delivery becomes the most mission-critical

considerations, and advanced analytics. We turn the complexity of pharma

component of the supply chain.

transport into a competitive advantage, while helping to better manage
the risks inherent in the industry.
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Reducing risk for pharma and
drug company transport
A crucial responsibility for any transportation leader is managing risk on a
daily basis and understanding where their attention is most urgently
required. This is especially important for the pharmaceutical and drug
industry, where accuracy and timeliness can be critical to saving lives.
The MercuryGate Transportation Management Platform provides alerts for
both explicit exceptional events and probable exceptions, based on the
absence of shipment and load updates within a required timeframe.
This prioritized exception management goes beyond presenting out-oftolerance conditions, indicating the steps needed to address the condition.
Through the exception dashboard, the system provides users with total
network visibility of freight, carrier, and user performance.
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Pharma success story – transportation
management for medical breakthroughs
As an AmerisourceBergen company that manages Pfizer, Merck,

With workflow being critical to their success, World Courier needed a TMS

Cardinal Health (with 20M+ loads this year alone), universities, and

that would enable them to better leverage people, processes, and data –

labs, World Courier ships pharmaceutical-related items ranging from

while providing a measurable return on investment (ROI).

non-FDA-approved drugs in a testing cycle and specimens for clinical

By selecting the MercuryGate Transportation Management Platform,

trials, all the way to body parts for research.

World Courier was able to consolidate all of their legacy systems into an
efficient, automated, scalable, global solution. Today, the MercuryGate

Their global geographies include India, Thailand, U.S., Canada, United

platform supports World Courier on-going excellence and success in the

Kingdom, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Australia, South Korea,

pharma industry.

China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and New Zealand.
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Business Intelligence to make your
bottom line smarter
The right Business Intelligence capabilities can give your transportation team vital
fact-based insights to boost performance. That’s why MercuryGate’s BI is designed
with the power to analyze performance across regions, products, clients, carriers,
modes, services, pricing, currencies, sales, history, market rates, and contracts.
With this data easily accessed, users can make more insightful choices on a daily
basis.
The Platform processes 100 times more data at 10 times the speed of current inmemory applications and presents itself on any device: desktops, tablets and
smartphones.
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